
MEZMO 
ENTERPRISE
PLAN

FOR ORGANIZATIONS THAT NEED 
TO MANAGE OPERATING COSTS 

AND WORK MORE EFFICIENTLY 
ACROSS TEAMS

Mezmo is a comprehensive platform to manage all of 
your observability data. It ingests, processes, and routes 
data to fuel enterprise-level application development 
and delivery, security, and compliance use cases- 
Organizations with more complex workflows need the 
right solutions in place to manage costs and enable 
cross team collaboration. Mezmo's enterprise plan offers 
dedicated support and access to advanced features 
to do just that. Learn what's included in the enterprise 
plan below.

OVERVIEW 



Variable Retention allows you to retain logs in the Mezmo user Interface (UI) for only as long as they are relevant 
and then archive them for long-term storage. This helps reduce the cost of operation while ensuring that you 
have the information you need when you need it. 
Examples of how you can use this include: 

Store previously excluded debug logs for a few days so you have context in the case of urgent incidents 
Store transaction audit logs for a whole month for compliance purposes 
Use a Usage Dashboard to track total usage for your account and see breakdowns for each 
Variable Retention tier

Learn more about Variable Retention in our documentation-

Kubernetes Enrichment allows you to view your Kubernetes events and metrics alongside your logs in the Mezmo UI. 
With this information all in one place, you can pinpoint issues faster and skip the context switching between 
Mezmo and other tools. Learn more about Kubernetes Enrichment in our documentation- 

Enterprise Organizations give users with large deployment scenarios more control along with the ability to 
fine-tune enterprise account setup to manage cost and usage. You can create parent and child accounts, add 
more users, and manage Single Sign-On (SSO) access and rules. Learn more about Enterprise Organizations 
in our documentation • 

Having the right log analysis platform in place can mean the difference between resolving a business-impacting 
incident in minutes or weeks. Mezmo provides Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) for enterprise customers so 
that you know we'll be there when you need us. With an enterprise plan, you also have access to a dedicated 
customer success manager to help you optimize your account, enable new features, and provide user training. 
You also have early access to new features via our private betas so that you can help shape the future of our 
observability platform. 

Get in touch with a Mezmo expert at this link or email us at outreach@mezmo.com- We're here to answer any 
questions you have to make sure that an enterprise plan is right for your team.

INCREASE FLEXIBILITY AND CONTROL SPEND 

SEE KUBERNETES LOGS IN CONTEXT 

CONTROL DEPLOYMENT ACROSS MULTIPLE TEAMS

TRAINING, EARLY ACCESS TO FEATURES, AND MORE

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Mezmo Enterprise Plan mezmo.com


